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FSiUTILITY ARD HATCHABILITY STUDIES IK PCOLTHY
by
wOSttXG I icolaidoo
The problems of fertility and hatcha llity are
of vitnl importance to all poultry breeders. This fact
has boon recognized by a number of investigator* vfno have
studied various phasos of these problems. A review of
the literature convinced the inciter of a lack of uniformi-
ty in results as well as of the need of further informa-
tion on many phases of the problem,
'Ms report is divided into three sections. The
first includes fertility results free cinz-le controlled
stud rantings. The second section offers c direct conpari-
son of fertility under stud mating <*nd pen mrting. The
last section considers the relation between fertility and
hatchability, the relation of intensity and hatohobility
and the relation of tiro of layin~ to embryonic nort.' 1U>-
.
^ctae of the more si:^ifleant observations con-
cerned with the onset and duration of fertility are the
follordn^
unite (1911) found that the first fertile esg
was laid in fifty-hours after mating, and that fertility
hold up well for eleven days after the removrl of the
male fron the Hook. lartin and Anderson (191) rop-rted
that fertile ogga may be espectod within thirty houra after
mating. Orow (192G) and Dunn (1927) reported that fertile
eggs may bo expected forty-eight hours after mating. F. IS.
rronda (192G) observed that of the three eggs laid twenty
hours after copulate on, two were fertile* There is a con-
spicuous lack of data on the onset and duration of fertility
from a sinolo copulation. I1ronda*s report, however, is
based on controlled single copulation*
There ore no comparative date published showing
the offecto of stud acting and pen meting upon fertility.
Observations on selective mating have been reported, however,
by Hiilips (1919).
Several workers have studied the relation between
fertility and hatchability. Pearl (1909) found a very small
correlation. hays (1924) and Jull (1927) found no relation-
ship between those tuo factors, while . noae (1927) reported
a significant correlation.
ou data have boon report©: on the relation of
intensity to hatchability, ond no data at all on the re-
lation of intensity during the botoning season to hatchability.
The effect of time of laying upon hatchability has
boon considered by Btttt. no did not study th i a relation for
eggs of the sane individual bird, but rather frcri mass
select Ion.
- 3 -
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The objects of this study ©ere to determine:
1. ^iae after sating for the appearance of fertile eggs.
£. 'The number of eggs fortilo from c single mating.
3. Tine over sjhieh a single natinc is affective.
4. relation of number of eggs laid to per eont fertility.
5. Juocessful and unsuccessful matin-" fron a single
copulation.
On September SO, 1930, thirty pedigreed Hhode
Island ed virgin pullets v/ere placed in a 14x10 foot
poultry house* The house was equally divided into two pens
of 15 pullets. Four iihode Island 3ed pedigreed ©oekerele
were used in this study. -c" ooc!:orel wes studied indi-
vidually, as shown in Table I. Pullets and cockerels were
hatched in 1930. -nvironmsntol conditions and manar:era3nt
v?orc identical for both lots. The birds had access at
all tines to the regular M.S*C. laying mash plus whole
yolla7 com and oats, ."resh water was available at all
tines. Ho cod liver oil was given to the birds during this
experiment, ireon food was given to then occasionally,
whilo oyGter shell was available throughout the experin>ont.
4 -
The female birds were confined indoors while theso studies
in fertility were carried on. The male birds that were not
used during each toot were kept in various pens, but always
together, They were allowed out of doors whenever the
weather permitted.
In each pen there was a stud coop, or bidting
cage, where the cockerels being used were confined. 3oth
Eating cages were similarly constructed. All of the male
birds were health and vigorous, sons of the pullets used
in this experiment were laying at the time they were placed
in$C the experimental pens, and by the time tho experiment
began more than 75 per cent were laving. The others, with
the exception of two or three which came into sexual ma-
turity late, were about to corsiaice laying. AH birds were
trapnested.
The part of the experiment reported in this
paper was carried on from October 2 to December 26, 1930—
a period covering over two and a half months.
L!atings.
The birds were mated individually. A pullet was
put into the mating cage soon after layings if no mating
took place within 15 minutes, she was removed and reported
as not mating. Only after laying again was she placed
into the mating oage. In this way only birds that were
l~"ln • tfero mated. fter mating, the female too released
and was not mated again until the second test, which be-
gan after all laying birds bad been mated onoo and the fer-
tility of the eggs laid had oeased. The elate and time of
mating wore carefully recorded, ^e were collected each
tine the tropnestina was done, rhis was on the average
of five tines a day; most of the birds were mated four tinea
during the period of the experiment.
Incubation.
An electric incubator of about 125-egg ©opacity
wao kept running all the time during the period of the
experiment, Lggs vjoro placed in the incubator every rfter-
noon at five o'clock. At the end of five dayo all egos
wore broken open and examined for fertility. fJo eggs wore
hatched during this experiment. Infertile eggs were fixed,
sectioned and examined under the microscope for sperm cells.
The results obtained from these infertile Incubated eggs
will furnish the material for another paper now in prepa-
ration,
laraemaental Results,
.able I shows the males one?, the females use
in each test; the date of mating; the actual length of
time that elapsed frcn mating to the first fertile egg;
- e «.
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the duration of fertility; tho total number of eggs laid
by eacli individual pullet during each test; and the number
of fertile eggs laid fron a single matins.
Onset of fertility*
The time that elapsed from mating to the first
fertile ego varies fron nineteen and one-half hours to
two hundred thirty-eight hours as shown in able I.
In 1918, f.'artin and Anderson, working with Shit*
Leghorns, reported that the first fertile egg wbb laid
twenty-nine hours and twenty-three ninutes after sating*
Philips {1919} reporting tho work of Tewnsley, also with
•hito Le.'iioms, showed that tho first fertile ess after
mating was laid in twenty three hours, Fronda (1926) re-
ported that two fertile eggs were laid twenty hours after
noting; one at twenty-two; twenty-four; twenty-six; twenty-
eight and thirty hours after mating. Dunn (1927) and
Crow (19SS) obtained fertile eggs twenty-one hours after
mating. Professor 0, s« Chlebaroff of Bulgaria, working
with .hite Leghorns, Block linoreaa and a J3ulgarian breed,
concluded that "the first egg fertilised by any one cock
is laid on tho second day, irrespective of v/hother the last
mating took place in tho morning or evening".
:
xhe passing of the e ;g is not a continuous pro-
cess throu^iout the entire length of the oviduct. ocordin^
11
to Surface (1912) the oviduct is divided into five clearly
defined redone. r>eginniiig at the end near the ovary, theee
regions ere as follows: (1) 'Ae funnel or infundibulum,
2,4 on.; (2) The albumon secretin-: portion, 36 cm.; (3) Oie
isthmus which secretes the shell membranes, 12 cm.; (4) The
uterus or shell {glands, 7 on.; and (5) The vagina which
loads into the Cloaca.
I'atterson (1910), Pearl and Curtis (1912) and
Lillle (1919) agree that the egg stayn in the albumen-
secreting portion about three hours. There is a disagree-
ment, however, anon;* these investigators as to the time the
egg remains in the isthmus. The estimated tine it takes the
egg to pass throu$i this portion of the oviduct is from
thirty-five minutes to three hours. The egg remains in the
chell-gland region from twelve to seventeen hours. -11
investigators agree that it takes the egg about twonty-two
hours from the tine the ovum is released from the follicle
to the time of laying.
The results of Dunn and Crew who reported that
fertile eggs were laid in twenty-one hours after mating,
Pranda in twenty hours, and ir our case, in nineteen and
one-half and twenty-one hours, throw additional light in
reference to the actual length of time it takes tho egg to
travel through the oviduct, inasmuch as it Is believed that
- IS -
no ovulation can take place while there is already one
egg in the process of laying,
From the cases reported it is possible that the
spermatozoa travel the entire length of the oviduct im-
mediately after copulation, and if fertilisation does take
place in the upper end of the oviduct, it soy take less
than twenty hours frm the time on ovun is released to the
time the egg is ready for laying.
There is no evidence to confirm the possibility
that spermatozoa reach the infundibulum region shortly after
mating* In fact, the reverse has been proved. The findings
of Jrew (1920), Dunn (1927), Fronds. (1926) end the results
of this study seen to be in opposition to the work of
nderoon, who in 1922 killed hand-mcted chickens from peri-
ods of from six to forty-eight hours in order to study the
progress of spermatozoa in the oviduct, Ke states that
"none of the spermatozoa had progressed further than one-
third the length of the oviduct"*
It is possible, in so far as all the above in-
vestigators were working 0It her with virgin pullets prior
to the Elating or with pullets which hod been mated before
but were free of sperm during the tine of the experiment,
that fertilization may take place at a lower portion of the
oviduct, since no sperm was awaiting the ovun ofter its
release from the follicle.
13 -
Further evidence which tends to support this
hypothesis are data presented by Harper (1904) and Patterson
(1910).
Harper, working on the fertilization and early
development of pigeons 9ggs, estimated roughly the tine
between the beginning of the first maturation division as
7:40 - 9:00 p.r.,; tho beginning of the seoond maturation
division as "7:45 - 10:15 p.m. and the beginning of the
first cleavage division as 10:30 - 12:30 p.m." He also
concluded that there is "a close similarity between the
pigeon and the fowl in this respect".
The first maturation division takes place while
the ovun is still attached to the ovary, while the second
maturation division begins while the egg is in the region
of the infundibulum.
Patterson (1910) working with poultry reportod
a fertile egg approximately 28 cm. from the infundibul -
which was in its precleavage stage. The length of the
funnel is approximately 2-4 cm. and the time the egg re-
mains in that region is approximately three hours. The
length of the . :lbianon-secroting portion is given as 36 cm.
and the time the egg remains in that region as three hours.
If tho estimated length of the different portions of the
oviduct and the estimated time that an egg remains in
- u
each portion during the process of laying are correct
measures, It is evident that the fertile ea^ reported by
Patter»ou, J o- 1. fron the funnel and still in its pre-
oleavage stage,could not have been fertilized at the upper
end of the oviduct, because if it hod been fertilized in
that region, it would have been beyond the pr©cleavage
stage i&en it woe 28 em. fron the funnel*
Frost the moment the egg is released from the
ovary it has to undergo another maturation division, and
according to Harper the polar bodies liberated by this
division are not given off until the egg is "within the
proximal part of the glandular portion of the oviduct*.
The hypothesis that fertilization takes nlace irnediately
after ovulation in the region of the infundibulum is mis-
leading. The final act of fertilization, that is, the union
of the male and female nuclei does not occur until the
female gamete 1c ready for the fusion. It may be that the
male sperm first comes in contact with the ovum at the
time the ovum is released from the ovary, but the final act
of fertilization must take place at e later time when the
egg la passing down the oviduct.
In this laboratory no cytolo; :ioal study was made
either of maturation or on the location and time of fertili-
zation in the fowl.
m 15 »
The resumption presented above is simply g de-
duction made from observations on the onset of fertility
after mating; and from studying the works of other in-
vestigators. The changes that take place from the time of
ovulation and the actual place and time of fertilization
and early cleavage in birds still remain an open field for
investigation.
Table II shows the number and percentage of
successful matinge where the first egg laid after mating
was fertile, and also the number of succe; sful matinge
where infertile eggs were laid before fertile ones.
So. >er Cent
number of successful matings
in which first egg laid after
mating was fertile
—
— •- mmm - i i "
3b 60.35
number of successful rantings
in vhlch one infertile egg
was laid before tho appear-
ance of fertile ones
17 £9.31
number of successful mc tings
in which more than one in-
fertile egg was laid before
fertile ones were laid
6 10.35
- 1G
Aoeording to the table the first fertile egg
lac laid after mating, in 60 per cent of all fertile matinee.
In 30 per cent of the c coc one infertile egg T?ae laid be-
fore fertile eggs appeared, while in only a little over 10
per cent of the total case© fertile eggs 'ppeared vfoen more
than one infertile egg mob laid Iter meting. It appears
then, that under comparable conditions one nay successfully
hatch a high percentage of eggs laid after o. single copuletion.
This applies especiolly to conditions where certain eggs
coping fraci certain Individuals are valu blc,
^-ejkS^^^S-.L^^ G ^ln^le Mating.
The number of fertile eggs obtained from a single
mating varies from one egg to fburtcen eggs* The average
number of fertile eggs from c single noting in 50 success-
ful mctings bos G.f6.
Table I shows the number of fertile eggs ob-
tained from each Individual hen in each test, .lie com-
paratively small number of fertile eggs obtained in some
cases is due to the fact that the birds stopped laying
soon after mating.
All the male birds used in this test wore
vigorous and healthy. Therefore, one can safely conclude
that the sexual vigor of the male and the laying intensity
of the hen have a bearing on the number of e, :gs fertilized
at one mating.
c
: r-lin the duration of fertility from o single
Beting, Tie have considerable variation. This agrees with
the findings of other workers. Gilbert (1905) reported
that fertility endures for 11 days. Chappellter (1914)
reported 10 to 18 days; Elford {1916} reported 19 dcys;
riui):' (1G1G. reportoO thr t it If not Bfel&Ml&f to ur.o for
lncubc tlon eggs laid more than five days after the removal
of the male. Philips (1918) reported 14 to 19 days;
Fronda (1926) reported 1? days; Crew (1926) reported the
last fertile egg was laid in 32 days after the ronovol of
the male, but that the embryo died during the first day
of inoubotion; Dunn (1927) reported that one og£, laid
30 days after the segregation of the sole, was fertile.
Data from 58 successful ma tings are shown on
Table III, From this table we see that the layinr of
the last fertile egg from a single mating varies fran 4
to 29 days, tilth an average of 14,38 days. This tcble
also shows that in 5 eases out of 58 oases, or 8,61 per
cent, the last fertile egg was laid during the course
of the first week after mating* In 23 eaoos, or approxi-
mately 39.65 per cent the last fertile egg from a single
matin? w;;n lrid during the course of the second week* In
25 cases, or 43.39 per cent the lctit fortile egg was laid
18 m
during the third weak, while in 4 oases, or 6,00 per cent,
the last fertile egg was laid during the fourth *?eek and
in only one ccse the last fertile egg was reported in the
fifth seek or the 29th day. The anbryc of this egg, how-
ever, di ;d on the second day of incubation*.
TABLE III
Showing the titne the last fertile egg
wa. laid after mating.
i3ays
fter
1 Hatinn
Bo.
Gases Per Gent
Days
After
Mating
So.
Gases Per Cent
4 1 1.72 14 1 1.78
5 1 3*45 15 5 8.62
6 1 16 6 10.34
7 1 1,72 17 3 5.17
8 1 1.72 18 6 10.34
9 4 6.90 19 3 5.17
10 4 6.90 20 3.45
11 4 6,90 22 1 1.72
12 3 5,17 23
24
1
2
1.72
3.45
13 6 10,34 29 1 1.72
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The results obtained in this study
, although they
rre not in perfect agrooraont vrith those obtained by Fronde,
are quit© eomparable, and show the variability which exists
in different individuals. The greater duration of fer-
tility reported In this paper may be due to the intensity
in which the birds were laying during the period of the
test. This seems quite probable because Pronda received no
eggs fron his birds after the 19th day.
Halation, of ^ I^ald to Per Cent Fertility.
Table IV shoos the lumber of eggs laid and the
fertility of eggs after sating. Fwsa 58 cueeaseful netlngs
460 eggs were laid. Of these eggs f> Jl 6JD wore fertile.
This figure is to be regarded as very satisfactory. The
results obtained in this study are quite comparable with
those obtained by i'ronda in 19S6 In so for as the fluctuation
of fertility en suooeesive days is eoneerned. Better fer-
tility was obtained in tills study due, perhaps, to the
vigor of the male birds. Fertility lasted leaser in this
case then it did with rendu*o experiments, t&o reported
that no fertile eggs were laid after the 20th day follcsrlng
noting* There is nothing paradoxical about the 100 per oent
fertility in the lower part of the table* The nuober of eggs
concerned is quite snail compared clth the early days
after noting.
TABL2 IV
saaowin/* the fertility of ecgs laid after nsating.
Days
After Eggs Per Cent of
1 31 11 35.48
2 33 29 87.38
3, 36 33 91,67
4 27 20 74,00
it vv
on an
Au io«^-/ v>JL • vw
H ox !>fi
QO 29 *>A<j% Co , r v
y oodu or nc
10 30 25 03,03
11 24 20 0o,33
12 20 16 80,00
13 £1 15 71,42
14 19 16 84.21
15 15 13 80,67
"I fi XX 6 54*55
17 13 10 76,92
18 5 5 100.00
19 3 60,00
20 2 0 o.oo
IBO «* 100,00
22 1 1 100,00
23 2 2 100,00
24 0 0 0,00
£5 0 0 0,00
•a« mm
23 1 1 100,00
- 21
This table shows that matine after each egg in
stud-mating ie unnecessary. One mating every 5 to 6 doye
will sire nearly as good results as 4 to 5 mstings during
the same period, provided, of course, the sale is vigorous
and healthy. The rooster, if valuable, from the *enotic
standpoint, can be used in taking ears of c considerable
number of hens, thus distributing hie genes to a larger
number of individuals. One point to be kept in mind when
stud-mating is practiced is to keep the males in good physi-
cal condition.
Juooessful raid Unsuccessful Matin™ from a gjjyflj Copulation .
Table I shows that, in all, 68 matlags were made.
Fifty-eight matin^a , or approximately 85,3 per cent wore
successful. Ten raotings, or 14.7 per cent were unsuccessful
mntings. In explaining the causes of the infertile actings,
care should be taken not to blame either the male birds for
some physical ineompatobility or the females for resistance
against copulation in so for as the some birds gave good
fertility in other tests. Preferential fertilization
(Dunn, 1927) may be one explanation. Mother point is that
the mole birds confined in mating cages were vigorous, and
therefore anxious to copulate. As soon as a pullet was
introduced into the stud coop, with a few exceptions,
mating took place 1 a todi-toly. _;omotimes the pullet was
t
halfsmy in the lasting cage while the rooster was trying
to cover her. Mating in stud-^aatinr: differ creotly from
those of pen-mating, according to Fronds. In pen-mating it
is the pullet that f*enerolly offers the eervieo to the
rooster. In stud-mating the male bird takes tlie aggressive,
provided he is health;
,
vi^rous and well-kept. It seen
possible, therefore, that a large number of the infertile
matings is due to the anxiety of the male bird to cover
the female. 3ueh matinge appear to be non&al, but it is
possible that the spexm is thrown outside the hen's body.
1. Fertilisation in the hen nay toko place in tho
glandular portion of the oviduct.
2. The time after matins for the appearance of fertile
•g.gs varied tilth different motings frcn 19£ to
238 hours.
3« A fair percentage of fertile e&?s say he expected
the day following Bating.
4. The number of eggs fertile from a single Betting,
as has been observed during tftese studies, depends
upon the sexual vigor of the male and upon the
laying Intensity of the female. In this esporincnt
tho number varied from 1 egg to 14 eggs with on
average of G.4£ eggs.
5. Tho average duration of fertility from a single
mating wac 14.38 days with a maximum of 29 days.
6. Cf the 68 motings made, 58 produced fertile eggs,
S7v ft jer cent of the total ©gga wore fertile,
which indicates that in stud-mating approximately
ono mating a week is necessnry to produce a large
percentage of fertile eggs.
- pa m
PAH? II
gar batikq V8r mm lianas
3y pen sating tie moan tl*e satins of a pen of
fenoleo to a single sole, ihe number of females depends
upon tho bread* ranging from ten to fifteen in the
heavier breeds, and as many as twenty for the lifter
broods. £be breeder *fho aakes use of this type of meting
usually understands the meoheaics of breedings
The tern stud anting is used ti&en fessnles are
mated individually rdth a mole kept in a separate pen or
coop. Ml soon as a hen lays she is put r?ith the male and
is remove; as soon as noting occurs* This method is
practiced by those breeders ©ho wish to mate as many hens
as possible to a single male, and by those who wish to
conserve the strength and potency of the nolo breeders*
As has been shown by Craft, I"*i21roy and enquite (19"6),
malos whloh mate in excess produce a larger percentage
of dead and weak spermatozoa than moles which mote
moderately. P.artln and ndarson in 1910 reported that of
the thirty-four .hits Leghorn females mated to one leg-
horn male, only 10 per cent produced fertile eggs.
uilipa 11019} oboorv d that a hito o Ciorn - \o.lo rxiied
as many go forty-one tlsses is a pen of ten females.
[Materials.
The only difference in stock used between single
stud mating observations and observations on pen vs. stud
mating is the addition of male iio. 778. Everything else
remains the seme e^oent the method of sr.tings which is doe-
oribed below.
The object of this experiment see to stud mate
for 10 minutes in one pen for 15 days end pen mete the other
pen for 15 dcye for as many tests as time permitted; to
secure a complete fertility record on both pens until the
eggs become infertile end then determines
1« The difference in fertility between stud
mating and pen mating.
2. The time for the appearance of fertile ego*
after mating*
3. The duration of fertility, in pen mating,
after the removal of the male from the flock
and in stud meting after the lost mating.
4. The per cent of infertile birds in each type
of mating.
5. The relation of rate of laying to per cent fertility.
6. Temperatame as affecting fertility.
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Difforonoo in fertility uctwcen ,.tud Hating
and Pen Mating. As ehovra in Table V, six different teats
were made for each type of natlng. 'Fits males used, the
fenales laying during each test period, the eggs laid
and the per cent of fertile eggs are also choT/n in the
table* The lest colunn on the right aide gives the
average number of matings made during eoeh stud noting
test* xhe procedure in stud meting was to stud mate
after each egg* This, hoeovor, was not carried out
systematically, due to the irre ularities of laying and
also to resistance to copulation on the port of the fe-
males. The number of tastings ranged fron 1 to 6 tines
throughout tfce experiment r with an average of 5.5 times.
- 27 -
The most significant feature in Table f is, that
the difference in fertility between pen meting and stud
mating, tested by Fisher's Modification of Students* Method
for the significanoe of Keens in Repetition irperinents,
is not significant. The lata, forraula and method of calcu-
lation are shown bolorr.
Pen Mating otud Mating
> er Cent Per Cent Biff
.
*ests Fertility Fertility Approx. (Diff )2
1 60.70 84.87 -18 324
I 90.97 66.66 +24 576
3 27.G6 71.43 -43 1849
4 04.62 57.89 y-27 729
5 78.13 50.00 -Z-28 784
j6 85.33 81.1 V_l 1__
.jura y-19 4263
!5ean 72.0 68.84 3.1C
Formula „ m
t s Bonn of fljffereneoG
s^j (...usi of Souaros) - &m of diff. squared
H8 (B-l)
Calculati on
t * ^>*G
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P is the probability thet a Sifferonce as groat
as observed tuould occur at randon In any sating. V « .80
approximately, which means that about 8 oases out of 10
will equal or exceed the value of * * .2G68 by chance, so
that the difference in fertility in pan ana stud mating is
clearly insignificant. Therefore, it seems possible that
stud matins would .give as good fertility Ml would pen
matins under ordinary conditions. Besides, the potency
and vit llty of the nale breeder ore preserved to marked
degree, thus enabling the poultry breeder to niate his male
breeder to a considerably larger number of ferales.
Time of onearsnce of Pertilo 2«flg after Hating and Duration
of Fertility.
In Table VI, the different test periods, the
average time after matins for the appearance of fertile eggs
and the average thiration of fertility are shown.
The observations for stud mating vs. pen mating
fall into tt?o groups. Tho first group covered a period
from Deoertber .'39, 1930 to March 3, 1951, and the second
group covered a period from October 1, 1931 to January 23,
1932. It was necessary to discontinue the observations for
stud vs. pen mating during the early part of March 1931 in
order to begin observations on ho tohebillty, the results of
which appear in ''art III of this paper.
- 30 -
2he sroes results of iable VI bring out tv?o
interesting features. First, the lifferonee between the
seen duration of fertility with stud matin.': compared trith
pen mating is very insisnlfleant—only .2 in fewer of stud
matins; and, second, the difference in tine for the onset
of fertility after matins between stud raatin-.s and pen
matings is largo, ihe actm 1 range of tine for the onset
of fertility in pen matins was from 24 to 304 hours with
n srand average of 104*7 hours and for stud matins the range
was from 24 to 240 hours with a crand average of 67.4
hours, a difference of 37,3 hours which is very significant.
In pea sating the time for the onset of fertility i3 de-
termined from the time the male is introduced into the pen
until the hens begin to lay fertile eggs. This Measure,
however, is not very accurate, because many birds which
happen to lay the following day may not have been ranted as
ooon as the male was put into the pen, Out in so for as
one can not know the exact time of the individual Ratings,
it is only logical in deteaainins tho time after matins for
the appearance of fertile eggs, to count from the time the
mole bird is placed with the hens* In stud mating, all
natings are controlled, and the exact time between mating
and tiie laying of the first fertile egs is known, e might
anticipate a shorter time for tho appearance of fertile eggs
after meting*
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This table is not intended to bring out the
significance of the differences existing between pen sating
and stud meting for the onset of fertility after mating, but
merely to show the variation existing between the two types
of suiting*
As pointed out above, there is no difference in
the duration of fertility between stud and pen mating, \Oiis
indicates that regardless of the number of spernrtoaoa
present in the oviduct on the day the male birds are removed
from the pens, their duration of active life is about the
some, which means that if the spermatozoa are distributed
by means of controlled services to a larger number of females,
the number of fertile o-:gs obtained would naturally be
greater. The reader may wonder why so much emphasis is
pieced on the proper utilisation of the nale,8 sperm. The
male Is {and this is particularly true during the breeding
season) "half the flock", because he contributes half of
the charactera to the chicks of several females. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the male bird under discussion is the
type of Bale that every poultry breeder would like to have;
ho is of the genetic constitution that the research poultry
brooder has in mind.
Table VI does not show the individual duration
of fertility but merely the average duration of fertility
for oach tost. It should bo mentioned hero that the
individual duration of fertility in both types of satins
rsoged from 1 to 18 days in pen mating, and fron 1 to 19
days in stud Bating, with a grand total overage of 8,7 an •
8,9 days, respectively. Tables I end III, of Part I of
this paper give the duration of fertility when only one
single Mating is concerned* Uith one single sating the
duration of fertility varies frcn 4 days to tS days with an
average duration of fertility of 14.36 days. It Bust be
remembered that during the time of the single sating experi-
ments, the female birds were pullets, and the male birds were
cockerels. The difference between the ages of the birds
during the observations of Bart I and the ages during the
observations of group one* Part II is not great, fhe difference
between the ages of the birds during the observationa of
Part I and group two of T art II appears to be of sobs sig-
nificance. The birds during the test of nen vs, stud mating
of group two, Part II were approximately a year older than
they were during the experiment of single stud mating.
The d fference between the overage duration of
fertility in single stud mating the first year and the grand
total average of stud and pen mating the second year is
14,38 - 8,8 or 5,58 days. It is a well known fact that the
reproductive ability of a hen decreases with age. In other
words, a first year production of 100 eggs would be followed
by a second year production of about 75-00 eggs* The results
33 -
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obtained in this etu y indicate that either the reproductive
ability of the sale birds doclinos with age and therefore he
produces apern whioh cape less viable than the spem produced
by a younger male, or there are certain environmental changes,
particularly internal changes within the hen's oviduct, which
cause the sperm to beoone inactive t&en it is few days old*
+1ie elation of Hate of Laving | clutch size:, to Per 3ent
She rate { clutch si^o) refers to the intensity
of laying from the time production begins, Ooodale in
1922 developed the view that intensity is one of the five
characteristics vgiich determine the annual production of
an individual bird. H ye end Sanborn (1924) observed that
intensity of laying is an inherited chcracteristic, and
that two pairs of genes I and r, and B* and r* ere involved*
They state that these genes are independent, dominant,
cutosoani, and that tho; ere also complsnentar:/, because
both genoe met be present in order to produce a bird with
a high rate of laying.
Using about ten years* records for hie. statisti-
oal interpretation, 'lays (19-4) concluded that fertility
in both sole and fenale birds is en individual characteris-
tic with a fair degree of eonstansy frcn year to year, but
dooe not behave as an inherited eheraot r.
3G -
Knox (1927) workin- with MM Plymouth HocJcb
reported t&at the rate of laying has only a veiy small effect
on fertility. He found a correlation of .16 ±.08 batmen
rote of laying and fertility,
Uy data are not extensive encurft to he authorita-
tive, and, therefore, a statistical interpretation on the
relation of rate of laying to fertility would be a crude
measure. For this reason I have ohosen to show the re-
lationship of rate of layinr to fertility in a diagroaatic
form, Chert Ko. 1. The dutch size was determined by
dividing the total number of eggs a pullet laid from the
first egg to ?*aych first, by the number of clutohes. Clutch,
as it is used here, refers to the successive days a pullet
lays.
As is shown in Chart 1, the range of clutch size
varies fron 1.3 to 5.0 eggs, while fertility varies froa a
little below 50 per cent to 91 per cent. The group with a
clutch eize of 1,5 e^e in this caee gave the highest
fertility while the group with the highest cluteh size,
3.9 eggs, grve the lowest fertility. It is evident as far
as theee data are concerneel that no relationship exists
between intensity of laying end fertility. If there was
such a relationship between the two characters under dis-
cussion, the data in Chart 1 should have been distributed
mm*
in such a manner as to form a straight lino with a positive
slope. It doas not seen possible that there should be a
relationship between these two characters in as much as we
know that one character acts as an individual trait while
the other is inherited.
The Per 3eat of fertile r.lrdgjLn^iaoh Type ofjgatlsg.
Philips, (1919) working with hite Legioras,
observed that a male in a pen of ton fenalee mated as
many as five times a day with some hens, and only ones with
others. He also reported that the same male in a pen with
twenty females mated as many as four times with certain
hens and that ei$it females were not meted ot all, lie
concluded that preference on the part of the male was
responsible for the failure of the ei^ht hens to mate.
The gross results ia Table VII show that of all
birds laying durinc the experiment, £5 per cent in pen
matins and 7.79 per cent in stud mating failed to lay
fertile e^ge. Perhaps, in pen anting, the males attempted
to mate, but were met with resistance and therefore the
birds remained unmatod, but in stud matins the infertile
birds wore individually mated. Unless the mating was
unsuccessful, infertility in etud-natad birds must be
attributed to some physiological incompatibility which
- 37 -
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existed when stud matins took place. It is lso pessibio
that the aone assumption may hold true in pen mating. At
preoont, however, it is safe to say that the larger per-
centa e of failures in pen mating is due to preferential
cmtinge.
Kales, number K414 and K44 were tested twice in
pen mating and also twice in stud matins. Of the twenty-
eight females they headed in all testa in pen mating, nine
proved to be infertile. In stud mating, of the sixteen
females they mated, only two proved infertile. number
K77S which was also tested by pen mating and stud mating
fertilized oil the females he mated. It is true that the
number of birds involved in these tests is not large
enough to be of statistical value; nevertheless, the
results as they stand indicate that under pen mating
preferential mating is much more pronounce than it is in
stud mating.
As is explained in Pert I, the male in stud
mating takes the aggressive, and because he is anxious,
mates readily even with resisting females.
ifffeot of >i«ason and Temseratttge on F«gUU*y.
An examination of Chart 2 nivoo taic impression
that as the season advances (this is particularly true
after Vobruarv
;
, the tonperaturo increases rai although
- 39 -
fertility is constantly fluctuating , it tends to increase
silently, suc^ostinc that season oooris to have n sli-^t
offoct upon fertility. If it wore not for the unexplained
drop in fertility during the four day period of V.o$ first
to fourth, inclusive, the relationship of season ond
temperature on fertility could have been very rrueh more
pronounced.
In Chart 3, the effect of temper ture on fer-
tility is presentod, the temperatare be tag given on four
day overa "o periods. The Chart shows that the bluest fer-
tility was obtained during the periods in which the tempera-
ture was from 35° to 45° . It also indicates that on average
temper ture of 16° ^ives as good fertility as on averace
of 30°, 48°, 55° or 67°. This seasonal relationship
Indicates that there are other factors which seem to affect
fertility more than temperature does. One such factor
may be hours of sunlitt, since all environmental conditions
except weather were uniform throughout this experiment.
I* No significant difference in fertility occurred
between stud mating end pen metinn.
2. The time for the appearance of fertile eggs after
mating ranged in pen motinn from 24 to 304 hours with
an rrvera--e of 104,? hours end in stud dating it ranged
from 24 to 240 hours sith en average of 67.4 hours,
3. The duration of fertility in pen noting, after the
removal of the sale frm the pen, ranged from 1 to
18 days tilth an average of 8«7 days. For stud
matings the range mis from 1 to 19 days nith an
avorage of 8,9 d ys,
4. The duration of fertility reported in this section
compared with that reported in art I indicates that
the reproductive ability of the male birds declines
considerably during the second year,
5. In pen noting, 25 per cent of all birds laying,
laid infertile eggs, while in stud mating only
7,79 per cent of all birds laying failed to lay
fertile eggs.
8. It is probable that under staid mating, preferential
natings are largely elininatcd.
- 41
7, There is no evidence of relationship betneon in-
tensity and fertility.
0. There appears to be no relationship between tempera-
ture and fertility,
9. There does appear, however, to be sane inter-
dependence between season and fertility sugflestiag
ether factors affecting fertility which have not
been determined*
42 -
PART III
FKHTXUT? flB S£CQBA]3ILITY S^PBISS
Mi
The method of mating has been the sane d ring
the hstohability studios as during the studies on pen vc
stud sating* It was pointed out by D« 3« arren and
L. Kilpatrick (1929) that if a male is removed frcr: the
matinn pen and replaced by another, the offsprlag of the
new nnio vrtll soon supplement those of the former due to
the fact that fresh sperm are ouch more fictive than spern
even a few days old. ffith this assumption in mind, the
males wore rotated fivo days after each test period in-
stead of waiting until the fancies became infertile as
was the practice in Part II. This was the only change
made during the hetchability studies*
nateriala .
Four males used in art I and twenty-three
fannies of the original stock divided into two pens, fur-
nished the material for these staidieo. Jach male served
a stud and a pen matin- in either pen. -11 eggs laid
during this period were marked and placed in the incubator
collar, held for ten days and were incubated in n
loctric Petersime incubator. Eggs were turnod tr/ioo
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daily, tontod on tho 7th and 17th day for infertility and
embryonic mortality. Complete records of fertility, hotoha-
billty, early and late embryonic mortality were kept. Cn
May 15, 1931 the birds were all aliased to go out of doors
except the male birds that were used for stud mating* These
moles were confined in the stud coop*
The purposes of the hatohability studies irere to
determine:
1. The relation of fertility to batch-ability.
he relation of rote of laying to hatohability.
3* Tine of laying in relation to hatohability on
total number of eggs basis.
4. Tine of laying in relation to hatohability on
individual bird basic.
Expertnental Results *
Of ell the investigetore who have worked on the
relation of fertility to hatohability, only C« ** Eaoac
(1927) obtained a eisniflent correlation, 0.591 0.06.
inox worked with ^ihite Plymouth iJocks, and his number of
birds, being only 92 females, the results can not be con-
sidered statistically significant, nays (19S4) and Jull
(1927) working with Rhode Island Bf$9l found no relationship
between fertility and hatohability.
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As Is mentioned in Part II of this paper,
Hoys (1924} concluded that fertility is an individual
characteristic and is net tranmit ted either frees the nether
or the father to its offspring. In these experiments en
fertility and hetchability, flays observed that hatehability
is an inherited trait and that one dominant gene is con-
cerned in the production of birds showing high hatehability.
He called this gene H«
The relation of Fertility to gstchabiiitsr.
Table VIII gives the masher of eggs set, the
r>or cent fertility and the per cent hatehability of com-
binevi staid and pen matings of twenty-three individuals.
Only birds that laid sore than 10 eggs during the hatching
period are included in this trble. Charts 4 and 5 shoo
graphically the relation of fertility to hatehability, and
the relation of hatehability to fertility, respectively.
As is stated in another part of this paper, ray data are
not extensive enough to be treated statistically and there-
fore no attempt was made to work out a eorrelGtion table*
The graphs, however, serve very ©ell for this purpose,
ihese two charts, which distribute the 23 birds studied into
ten Groups with respect to fertility and the corresponding
hatehability, furnish no evidence of correlation between
fertility and hatehability*
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TABUS ¥111
Showing the individual per cent of hatchability and
fertility of birds studied.
1
e; xdcs
No. i^ggs
Get
'•>. lap
Fertile
No. iEggs
Hatched
Per Cent
Fertility
Per Cent
Hatchability
£99 71 61 41 85.92 67.21
K266 51 35 31 61.40 88.57
K310 18 3 1 83.33 33.33
X313 90 M 81 95.56 94.19
HSf 45 34 31 75.56 91.18
K522 24 13 7 54.16 53.85
K523 50 33 26 ca no59.93 no nn
K535 Mlso 50 46 94.34 vSeUV
JGB18 58 42 28 72.41 §6.67
X648 36 25 21 65.78 84.00
K89S 43 39 30 9O.70 76.92
K930 69 62 53 90.00 85.48
K931 34 13 7 38.23 53.85
K1141 20 10 9 50.00 0 . IB
uJJL42 34 2o 73.91 YD.*/
K1365 33 26 18 78.79 69.23
K1366 59 43 32 72.88 C A 0>A54.24
K1367 48 43 38 90.00 88.37
K1602 78 62 60 79.49 96.77
K1800 47 36 30 76.60 83.33
K2012 73 38 30 52.05 78.96
K2013 64 24 23 37.50 95.83
K2103 71 68 60 95*77 88.24
Totals 1189 880 759
Heans 74.01 86.25
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Intensity to Hatohablllty.
It has been pointed out by other investigators
as well as by the results or this paper (Part II) that no
correlation exists between intensity and the fertility of
eggs produced during the breeding season. In order to find
out whether this is true in regard to the hatching quality
of eggs, it was necessary to colour to the dutch size during
the hatching period and oospore with the per cent hatcha-
bility obtained in that period*
Knox (1927} reported a oarrelation between in-
tensity and hatohability of .16 -.8. Pearl (190$) reported
a correlation of -.258 4*060. The relationship of intensity
to hatohability reported by Pearl is much more significant
then that reported by Knox, and, in view of the fact that
Pearl worked ith nearly twice the number of individuals
that Knox used, the former's work must be regarded as the
more reliable. Pearl determined intensity by taking winter
production, 'chile Knox detemined it by taking the last two
consecutive months of production during the year.
From an examination of Chart 6, it is at once
evident that there is more relationship between rate of
laying and hatohability then there is between rate of
laying and fertility* The relationship nreeentod in
graphic fom - Chart 6) could have been much more nro-
nounoed had the number of birds been larger.
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The graphic representation of the correlation
between the two factors Involve, docs not seen to bo in
a-rre. mml with the results obtained cithor by -earl or by
Knox* Pearl ' c negative correlation Indicates that the
nore o^b e he® lays dining the winter season the lot?or
is the per cent of hntchability; and the fewer the nunber
of eggs laid during the winter season the hir^ier the per
cent of hatebability, Knox's correlation is not signifi-
cant as tested by its probable error, The Chart presented
hero boo is to indicate thnt there is n reasonable correlation
between rate of laying end hatehability.
~tudy of
,
gelation
,
of '^rne of lavixu: to ^ibryonio Mortality
on Basic, of Tofral 'iipber of i^gft.,
iecently, Hutt and Pilky {1930} pubiishod a
paper on the embryonic nortality in the fowl with com-
parisons of nortality rates in esse laid at different hours
of the Jtopa -his is the only paper shieh treats esabryonie
mortality of chieks on the basis of time of laying. It
is shown by Kutt and ilky that eais laid in tiie narninn
tend to hatch better than o{*gs laid in the afternoon,
since they found that eggs laid before 9:00 a*s* gave a
lower embryonic mortality then those laid after If: o'clock.
Their explanation is that eggs laid early in the n< rning
aro held in the body beyond the noma! period^ while those
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laid in the afternoon are laid ao coon no they are formed,
nnd, therefore, they do not remain In the oviduct beyond
the normal period. nbrycaic development Decoder: a con-
tinuous procesc icnedlately after fertilisation, and the
longer the egg retrains within the hen*s oviduct the more
advanced 13ie prenatal development io eraected to be at
the time of laying,
vilth this hypothesis la mind, nutt and his co-
worker proceeded to measure the differences in embryonic
mortality of eggs laid at different periods during the
day. Hutt f s observed differences in embryonic mortality
:;ott?eon ergs laid at different hours of the - ay ©re finite
snail, but their snail probable error indicates that they
are significant—the most significant being that of eggs
laid before 9:00 a.n. end eggs laid in the afternoon.
Since I hoc working on the off at of tine of
leying on hatchability, at the time that Ilutt's paper
cane out, I thought it advie bio in interpreting my
results to use his method first, in crder to see to shot
extent my results uoulo conform to those obtained by him*
I have, therefore, used his formula for obtaining the
probable errors of tho various periods of th* day which
also correspond to t*:cse periods used by him. rurthernore,
tho per cent of embryonic mortality and h tchobility is
given for the total number of eggs laid in each period.
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Formula used for the calculation of the probable
error is:
where I • nuraber of fertile eggs*
p « probable (i.e. observed) per sent
mortality.
q * probable {i.e. observed) per oent
hoteh.
Table IX gives the rates of embryonic mortality ana hateha-
bllity in eggs laid at different periods of the lay with
their probable errors calculated fron the famnio given
above. Table X gives the differences of aabryonio nor-
tality between e^s laid at different periods of the dry.
esse laid in the morning and eggs laid in the afternoon
is 3.0G -1.703 whieh is a little less than tro time its
probablo error and cannot therefore be considered signifi-
cant. Ilse liffsrenoe in oEtbryonic mortality between eggs
laid before 9:00 a.s« and eggs laid in the afternoon is
S»€l .^8.071 which is also a little less Ifcan two times
itc probable error and, therefore, not significant. The
difference in enbryonic mortality between egss bo-
fore 9:00 a*Q. and eggs laid after 2*00 p^. is
3.36 18.76 whieh is about 1.17 times its probable error
and cannot bo eonaiderod significant.
I
The difference in embryonic mortality between
- 50 -
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TABL5 X
Differences of enbryonlo mortality
between eegs laid at different hours of
the day.
Hours of
Laying Difference
P.M.-A.I!. 3.06 ± 1.783
C - A
|
3.75 t 2.53
D - A 3.36 *2.76
C - B 2.G5 £2.34
8*1 .39 t 2.93
D - 3 2.26 t a.77
{C + D) - A 3.6irg.071
Ko difference between any two groups was found
to bo more than three tines its probable error, ttiich
indicates that the difference between any two groups is
not significant. s a ratter of faot, the iioat significant
difference for all groups is that between eggs laid in the
morning and egse laid in the afternoon. This difference,
however, ao is stated above, cannot be considered signifi-
cant because of its large probable error*
vjta&sr of delation of TftGis of Laying to raabryonie ' ortallty
on Individual Bird Basle.
The results obtained in the study of relation of
time of laytag to embryonic mortality on basis of total
number of eggs sees to be in opposition to the results
obtained by Eutt. In view of Hie faot that KutVs statisti-
cal data involved nearly five times the number of «ggs
that I used in this experiment, it was necessary to study
the differences of embryonic mortality between eggs laid
at different periods of the day by using individual bird
percentages of embryonic mortality and hatchsbility. This
second method seems to be more accurate, because it is
concerned with individual performances and not with the
total number of eggs laid at the differont periodr of the
day. Time of laying seems to be more or less an individual
characteristic. This is shown in Table XX* Only birds
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table a
Showing that titae of laying behaves as an individual
characteristic.
Hens
A.M.
i«iaea
P.M.
Bess
to
9 A.U.
•»0§*.
12 A.Id.
12.0b-
2 PJki.
Scss
After
t ?.&.
Sees
Total
32KB
K 99 41 21 15 26 u 10 62
K266 20 13 8 12 9 1 35
K313 54 32 26 28 22 10 86
X487 28 6 16 12 2 4 34
K522 7 6 2 5 5 1 13
K523 18 15 5 13 10 5 33
K535 37 13 19 18 10 3 m
K618 £1 21 10 11 15 6 42
EMS 24 1 19 5 1 25
K892 21 18 8 13 2 9 39
K930 42 20 27 15 13 7 62
K931 8 5 5 9 5 2
« mm13
K1142 21 13 11 10 0 7 34
K1365 18 8 7 11 8 26
21 IX 10 11 11 43
JC1367 £o 17 12 14 11 6 43
£1602 42 20 21 21 17 9 62
<1800 20 16 14 6 9 7 36
K2012 19 19 8 11 17 2 38
K2013 16 8 1 7 7 1 24
X2103 34 34 10 £4 21 13 68
1 1
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which laid over ton fertile eggs during the hatching season
are given in this table. The number of birds is snail but
It clearly indicate© that tiraa of laying behaves as an indi-
vidual characteristic. Bed ©very bird laid as nany eggs in
one period during the ctay as in another, then a statistical
interpretation by total number of ©g^B for each period
vrould have bean an occurate measure.
Table XII presents the number of fertile eggs
involved in each period, the number of birds, the mean
embryonic mortality in per cent and the standard deviation
of per cent mortality. The largest msaber of eggs was laid
during period B, Tfeich incidentally gave the lowest seen
mortality, 15.0? t 2.406 and also the Iciest standard devia-
tion in per cent mortality, while ^oup X> gave the highest
mean mortality in per cant £2.68 £3.990 and also the nic-
est standard deviation in per cent mortality 28.44 1 2.854.
ihe standard deviations presented in Table XII
hove been calculated by the formula suggested by J. - rthur
Harris in the ;"merlean naturalist, Volume 44.
Tomula
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As far as -able Kill below enables us to drew
any conclusion, It Is evident that the existing difference
between the neon per cent embryonic mortality of the various
groups cannot bo accepted as oignlfieant.
TABUS XIII
Difference of mean embryonic mortality in per cent.
aroups !'een Embryonic Mortality Per Gent
3-3
3-
A
D-C
D-A
D-D
5-t-D - AfB
20.05 i 2.890 - 15,07 ± 2.40G
21.60 13.370 - 1S.07+2.40G
21.60 t 3*378 - 20.85 ±2.890
22.88 t 3.990 - 21.60 1 3.370
22.88 t 3.990 - 20.05 12.890
22.88 1 3.990 - 15.07 ±2.400
27.87t3.964 - 22.42 12.019
Difference
5.78 1 3.760
6.54 I 4.147
1
.75 1 4.445
1.28 t
2.03 t
7,81
1
5.227
{
4,930
|
4.680^
.
1 4,75
The results as interpreted by the second method
seem to a^ree with the results obtained by usinn the nethod
Which Hutt au/^estod.
During the Inst fifteen months, I have mode over
100 blastodona preparations for oytolo^ieal study, iho
eggs whose blostodenus have been fixed were laid at various
periods during the day and were fixed immediately ofter
laying. The purpose of the cytological work was to de-
termine to what extent the prenatal development of
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effects hatchobility. It is to bo regretted that the
ntioroscopio examination of those preparations is not com-
plete, -hose series, however, which have been essoined
carefully under the microscope indicate that a good hatcher
lays eggs which are ouch further advanced at the time of
laying than the eggs laid by c poor hatcher, regardless of
the tine of day that the eggs are laid, Complete cyto-
logies! studies, to determine ^te effect of prenatal
development of eggs upon hatchobility are now in progress
in this laboratory, and we hope to present enough evidence
to support the statistics presented above.
with hens, unlike pigeons, it is difficult to
estimate even roughly the tine that an egg he.o r ; inc
in the oviduct. It was pointed out in - art I of the re-
port that fertile eggs may be laid as soon as nineteen
end one-half hours after mating which tends to indicate
that only in a very highly intensive bird can one estimate,
and then only roughly, the time that a certain egg re-
mains in the oviduct of the lion. If embryonic develop-
ment begins immediately aftor fertilisation, we cannot
dispute the hyopthesis that the longer the fertile egg
remains in the oviduct the more advanced its development
would be at the time of laying. But how ore we to measure
the actual time that it takes on esc to paee down the repro-
ductive tract?
- H
1. iraphic presentation of tho data Indicate that
fertility and hataxability are independent. This
agrees with the results obtained at the station by
Hays (1923).
2* There is smo evidence of relationship between
intensity (clutch size during the hatching season)
and hatehability.
5, no signifleant difference was found in embryonic
mortality between eggs laid at different periods
during the day.
4. The greatest difference in embryonic mortality
occurs between eggs laid in the morning and eggs
laid in the afternoon. This difference, however,
is not statistically significant,
0. The time of laying behaves largely as an indi-
vidual characteristic. For this reason the
difference In embryonic mortality between eggs
laid at various periods during the clay should be
determined on the individual bird basis.
C. Cytologloal studies indicate teat eggs laid by
a good hatcher are very advanced at the time of
laying, regardless of the time of laying.
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